




Level 6 Use Only



1-6 10+ 20’
Flutter By is a roll&write game. Players
use dice to create palindromes;
symmetrical rows and columns of
numbers that read the same forward and
backward. For example: 11; 242; 56465.
In solitaire Flutter By try to complete a
full butterfly. In the multi-player game,
the player who survives the longest
without breaking the palindrome rule
wins.
Flutter By is a Grow-With-It Game, so you
can level up the difficulty and strategy as
you play. This symbol + indic-
ates when a level requires 2 or more
players.
Set-up: Each player will need three
6-sided dice, a pen or pencil, and a
butterfly card.
Level 1 - The Basic Game
Each turn, all players roll their 3 dice.
Choose 1 die value to mark adjacent to
previous squares (skipped during the
first turn). Choose a 2nd die value to
mark adjacent to the 1st square marked
this turn. You may mark your 3rd die
value anywhere.

Keep in mind, as you do so, that
each square with the same color and
symbol must share the same value. The
same number may appear elsewhere in
the puzzle.

Flowers
Each card has a flower.

The center of the flower
contains a die value that is treated as
wild. Whenever you roll the value, it
must be treated as a different number of
your choice.

For example, if the flower contains
a 5, treat any 5’s you roll as if they were
a different number.

You will notice that each flower
petal has a number. X out a flower petal
to ignore any die value rolled. You may
not X out more than 2 flower petals per
turn. For example, the first time you X
out a petal, X out petal number 1. You
might do so to ignore any rolled die.
Note, however, that 1 die value must still
be placed in a box adjacent to a
previously marked box. The 2nd die may
be placed anywhere.
Winning The Game

You will win if you completely fill
in the butterfly on your card. In a
multiplayer game, you will win if you
are the only player in a round able to
mark a box with a die value. If you
become unable to use your dice, and
marking a petal is not an option, you are
eliminated from the game.

If the last two or more players are
eliminated in the same turn, the player
with the fewest X’d petals wins. If still
tied, both players win.

If multiple players completely fill
in their butterflies, use unmarked petals
to break ties. If players are still tied, all
tied players share victory.

Level 2: Wilting Petals
Use 8-sided dice instead of 6-sided dice.
When you X a flower petal, you may not
use dice of the most recent value X’d out.
(You do not need to X out a petal when
the value is rolled.)
Level 3: Pass the Dice +
Pass your 3rd die. Rather than marking
the die anywhere in your own butterfly
as normal, pass the 3rd die
counter-clockwise; your opponent must
mark the value adjacent to a previously
marked box.
Level 4: Butterflies Take Flight +
Separate flowers from butterflies along
the dotted line. At the end of the round,
pass butterflies clockwise.
Level 5: Teamwork +
Combine all previous levels. Players will
only win if all complete their butterflies.
Level 6: Flower Tokens

In addition, players must now
spend flower tokens to X out petals.
The start player will rotate the large
flower clockwise each turn. When it
shows a die face at the top, each player
collects a flower token. Discard 1 token
to X out 1 petal, ignoring 1 die. No
player may possess more than 3 flower
tokens at a time.
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